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months of 1981 by Richard Gililand,  a former DOL regional adminis-trator, who was transferred to the Job by the then Assistant Secretar; for Employment and Training, Albert Angrisani.    After the passage of the JTPA,  OYP was disbanded.     Some of its staff were reassigned to various other parts of the agency,  some left the department  in a seri< of reductions in force,  and "knowledge development" ceased to exist.
Though the activity called knowledge development ceased  to exist, many of the contracts negotiated äs part of the knowledge development strategy were still outstanding.    Some contracts extended  into 1982. In an effort to bring some order and closure to these contracts,  the Brandeis Center,  in late 1981, compiled a list of unfinished projects along with recommendations for their disposition.     They  identified about 120  incomplete discretionary projects,  of which all but a  few required additional DOL action to close them out.     They also examined data collection activities under ETS's Standard Assessment System,  an found 20 of 48  sites  in which data were  incomplete.
The posture of Reagan appointees in the Department of Labor  towar these unfinished projects, by most accounts,  ranged from indifference to outright hostility.     "When the new administration arrived," one insider recalled,   "an immediate freeze was put on all time extensions and refundings of the ongoing research efforts.     They wouldn't even l the entitlement research be completed until an editorial appeared  in the Washington Post that created a Congressional uproar.     It  is  in th nature of research that repeated time extensions and some cost overru occur.    By systematically refusing extensions and   [by]   disbanding  the youth Office, most research was halted in its tracks.    Without a program officer  to follow up for final reports and without time extensions,  even where new funds were not required,  and without any hope of new research money coming from the department lots of these coiranitted academics just went off in search of other grants.     Other s didn't have the funds to analyze the data they had collected.   .   .   .
"No one ever bothered to follow up.     In fact,  the atmosphere was very hostile to research and other discretionary projects.     We were instructed to call grantees and teil them they couldn't publish paper unless the department cleared them.    Such an instruction contradicted the actual language encouraging publication in the grants  themselves.
A career DOL employee with extensive experience  in evaluation observed that after  the change in administrations  the contracts were "technically"  administered,   "but no longer with knowledgeable staff o any sense of high-level attention."    Andrew Hahn,   from Brandeis,   is more pointed:     "Our posture was that the taxpayers had already paid f the research and they should have the benefit of the results.     We  tri to lay out what was necessary to close it   [knowledge development]   off with the best results possible.    It became clear,   though,   that finish was not a high priority."    The Reagan administration's  interest  in dissociating itself from the program of an earlier  administration was understandable.     Its means of dissociating itself so was  less understandable to people with a strong interest in research and evaluation
The demise of knowledge development,  then, was a compound of mana ment and politics.     The management problems stemmed directly from Strategie decisions about the purposes of knowledge development and t

